Property Name: Vista Del Sol Homeowners Association

Location: 10613 WIMBLEDON DRIVE, (MISSION HILLS) RANCHO MIRAGE, CA

Property Description: Landscape Irrigation

Water Source/Provider: CVWD Water Co,

Meter Size: 2”

Source: Personalized Property Management Co. and HOA Board of Governors

Documented Consumption - Prior to installation:
Dates/Time Period: 6/9/14 - 7/10/14 Gallons Per Diem: 23,900

Documented Consumption - After installation:
Dates/Time Period: 7/10/14 – 9/9/14 Gallons Per Diem: 14,470

Comments: Watering time was slightly reduced during test period for seasonal adjustment. Net adjustment due to reduced use of 12% was taken into consideration in calculations.

Reduction Percentage: 32%

Annual Gallons Saved: 2,950,000 [748 gal/ccf] Dollars Saved: $4,400

Out of respect for the client, please do not attempt to make contact without obtaining permission.
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